TASK FORCE ON CLIMATE-RELATED FINANCIAL DISCLOSURES (TCFD)

Climate-Related Financial
Disclosures
The Board recognises the systemic threat posed by climate change and the need for urgent mitigating action. We have a track record
of improving environmental performance, we were one of the first real estate companies to introduce stretching carbon reduction
targets that go beyond the demands of the Science Based Targets initiative for Scope 1 and 2 emissions, and we are a founding
signatory of the Better Buildings Partnership’s Climate Change Commitment. Since 2009, we have reduced our operational carbon
intensity by 73%, and we are announcing an ambitious set of climate targets as part of our new pathway to net zero (see page 40).

Our roadmap to full disclosure in 2021/22
2019/20

Establish governance

Scoped potential risks

Board-level oversight
1. Established the CSR Committee
2. Net zero strategy reviewed at
the Board away days

Two climate workshops, including:
–– low carbon transition
risk scenario
–– physical risk scenario

Potential risks identified
Roadmap agreed

Operational Accountability
1. TCFD Steering Committee
established
Progress
–– Our newly-formed TCFD Steering Committee undertook two climate risk scenarios workshops, where facilitators from Forum for
the Future took the group through the latest climate science and ran breakout sessions on climate risk identification and
organisational responses.
–– As part of the new sustainability strategy, we worked with experts to develop our pathway to net zero, including aggressive
climate and energy targets. Our updated Sustainability Brief will enable asset-level delivery of this approach.
–– The Board’s strategy away days in 2019/20 included the review and discussion of our new sustainability strategy including the
pathway to net zero.

2020/21

Establish exposure
Physical:
–– Audit asset resilience
–– Potential compound impact
–– Identify opportunities

2021/22

Transitional:
–– Policy development
–– Supplier resilience
–– Identify opportunities

Organisational response
Portfolio level:
Quantified exposure
to each risk event

Adapting corporate strategy

Incorporate into enterprise
risk management

For more information, see our 2020 Sustainability Accounts at www.britishland.com/data
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Mitigation targets

Adapting financial planning
Risk management metrics

